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1. Freimaurer.
A Masonic State
February 7, 2016 - 5:18 am | Permalink
From my vantage point all i see is the Masonic State (Influential Rich Jews have to become Masons 
or they will be given a hike ) . This is why a WW3 is so important to them ; and the efforts they are 
going to try and aggrivate China and Russia are pretty transparent . Londonstan is just a path on the
way to the NWO .
After the war , they will come out of the closet . You will see statues of Moloch (there evil Owl ) 
errected everywhere . If you want to get a job in Gov (and all factors of production will be controlled
by Gov ,since the City of London Money is at the heart of their game ) you will have to swear 
allegance to The Brotherhood and worship the Owl ; They will rule their own with an ironfist and 
since the seirvalence state will be everywhere it will be vey difficult to do anything corrupt .
The common people will be allowed to ‘do what that will’ . Those who get sterilized will be given 
drug and sex beniefts ; the rest of the unwashed will be used as Lab Rats to further (like they do 
now ) their god ‘Science’ .
Ofcourse these Masonic psycopaths have yet to build their world of scientific logic (they just see 
Humans as animals ; thats all . We don’t cry over eating a sheep nor do they ) .
Any who follows the MSM see the hysteria being whipped up over Russia and the venting fury of 
Newspaper Editors against Putin who has blocked there Human Zoo and out played them . 
Remember the leadership are under the gun to get this war going ; their DNA is on the line as With 
Rockerfella and Rothchild losing children for their scewups , Accidents of course.
Without a Masonic dictatorship Britian and America and much of Europe will desend into chaos and
delapidation . Nobody wants to live in a confused agressive multicultrual state ; thus we have these 
confected religious wars to justify its eventual vilification and outlawing of race and religion .
The future looks to me more and more like a Brave New World crossed with 1984

2.  Transkript eines Beitrages von David Duke.
katana, February 6, 2016 - 3:03 am 
OT     Looking for volunteers to complete the transcript of this new David Duke video (30 min). See 
here:  David Duke on Donald Trump, Ted Cruz, Goldman Sachs and the Zionist Oligarchs
https://katana17.wordpress.com/2016/02/06/david-duke-on-trump-cruz-goldman-sachs-and-
the-zionist-oligarchy-transcript/
Please step forward and do your bit for the cause!

3.  Die Grundstimmung im Volk ändert sich.
celt darnell,  February 5, 2016 - 4:33 pm | Permalink
I’m less pessimistic, because I’m detecting a shift on the ground, not merely in Britain but in Europe 
and the US, too.  The rise of people like Farage, Le Pen, Trump and so on is a direct consequence of 
this.   As is the growing discussion of Muslim rape culture.   
I agree with those who see a second Reconquista taking place. It’s not going to be pretty….

FYI — most European states are a lot more white in terms of percentage of the population than the 
US. If, anything, it’s the US that needs to move more quickly.

4. Disraelis berühmte Aussage. "Die Rasse ist Alles!"
Dex,  February 5, 2016 - 3:34 pm | Permalink
England started suicide when it allowed Ben Disraeli to become PM. Disraeli said, “Race is 
everything”. What if a European had made that statement? The Oy Vehs would never end.
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5. Landtagswahlen in Deutschland.
Rosa,  February 5, 2016 - 3:40 pm 
Oh, Martin Schulz stays there only until Merkel stays in power. As soon as she looses her job, Herr 
Schulz will uncerimoniously be shown the door together with Mr “champagne” Juncker.
And I don’t know, but perhaps other two o three rapes in Cologne, like those that have just 
happened yesterday for the “Jeudi gras”, will be enough for her party to ask for resignation.
I’d like lto ask to our German commenters: any local or regional elections in sight in a next future ?
Landtagswahlen in Rheinland-Pfalz, Baden-Württemberg und Sachsen-Anhalt, alle am 13- Mä#rz 
2016

6. Einzelheiten zum Aufstand in Ungarn 1956
Floda,  February 5, 2016 - 5:38 pm 
What Germany needs to do is take a HARD look at David Irving’s Book, ‘Uprising!’ which describes 
how back in 1956 Hungarians awoke one day and set up snipers nests around the main Government
buildings in Budapest and began shooting anyone who emerged or stuck his head out, to see what 
the fuss was all about.

Hungarians were ruled by a 90% Jewish run Government. During the war It’s members had, 
according to Mr Irving ‘Wintered in Moscow’ and after Germany’s defeat tens of thousands of them 
returned to occupy all the best posts in the Communist administration. Native Hungarians were 
lucky if they had a menial job and the rulers enforced their position via a brutal Secret Police largely
run my you-know-who.

By 1956, Hungarians had had enough and it was on for young and old! I see (Hope and Pray) the 
same scenario breaking out in the Fatherland. There will be an inner circle of Patriots who will 
already have prepared lists of Treasonous swine targeted for termination. It will include members 
of the Lugenpresse, the Government and Clergy. Naturally Merkel and her Cabal will have 
anticipated such movements and will use all their STASI experience to winkle them out.

Germans are some of the most resourceful people on Earth, they are under attack by a frightful 
weapon, millions of aggressive, military age Arab and African Muslim males without Girlfriends, a 
biological weapon to destroy German ethnicity! Merkel and the Criminals around her are betting 
that Germans no longer have the balls to resist. I say they are wrong, DEAD wrong.

7. Echte deutschfreundliche Führer haben es sehr schwer in Deutschland.
ex South African,  February 5, 2016 - 4:20 am 
Germany needs a Fuehrer for its awakening. In a way one can say the whole system is geared 
toward preventing such an event ever taking place again. They have learnt their lesson well from 
the years before 1945. This is their greatest fear. Any person showing an inkling of an ability to 
become the next Fuehrer will be permanently removed out of society. In my present opinion, an 
outside event will have a greater chance of paving the way for such a person, than presently inside 
the country.

There are briliant people in Germany, and the genes of the Waffen SS live in them, as in all western 
countries, even in the USA, we have seen that in Vietnam and all post cold war conflicts. But they 
cannot come to their right under the present system. This deadlock will have to be broken 
somehow.

The people of our kind who now rule the west, are weak, like the last rulers during the waning 
years of the roman empire. On the long run they have no historic importance, except for the trial of 
blood and tears they left behind them.



8.   Sowohl Kriege zwischen den Staaten als auch Kriege innerhalb der Staaten und zwischen 
unterschiedlichen Gruppen werden bewußt geschürt. und zwar von langer Hand geplant.
royalbrecht,  February 5, 2016 - 4:09 am 
Just as the Jews have turned Arab country after Arab country into a war zone, –
where factions ranging from the Aryan-like, gnostic adapters, the Alwaties, to the Crypto-Jew 
dominated Sunni Arabs, to the Israeli backed ISIS groups are tearing themselves apart, –
so too do the Jews hope to get the varying factions of Europeans 
(i.e. the psychotic-by-Jewish-proxy and sycophantic-small-brained-liberals 
AGAINST the awakening [self-curing by Trump proxy] white masses) AND
non-Europeans (i.e. Bearded Islamic murdering and raping “children”)…,
to tear themselves apart.

The Jews are accelerating the conditions needed to successfully spread civil wars from the present 
North African and Persian satellites to the hearts of (once?) White homelands.

As refreshing as Trump’s trashing of politically correct, Jew-induced, self-destructive, Anti-White, 
psychosis is, –
it is a necessary condition in order to kindle the coming planned civil war in once White countries.

If commenters and leaders of TOO think that by avoiding the hard realities of “Holocaust lie of the 
Filthy Jew” denial…, they will be able to avoid prosecution by the very same Jewish Lobby groups,
they are IMO simply prolonging and ensuring their own or their children’s miserable deaths.

History has shown that whenever an emerging White Nationalist Organization is shut down…, –
either overtly (i.e. impending run for governorship of Idaho by Edgar J. Steele) or covertly (i.e. the 
demise of the once rising star of William Pierce’s National Alliance)…, –
a new more powerful group emerges to fill the gap (i.e. TOO).

The crippled and deformed Spiritual nature of the Jews and the sick and festering chaos they are 
deftly orchestrating can only be conquered by setting an example of what a Pure and Noble Spiritual
Nature actually is.

The price to be paid by those willing to stick their necks out and tell the truth will inevitably be 
death, but each death will awaken ten times as many of the deluded into seeing the Spiritual Light.

9. Nach Multikulti folgt die Trennung, das sieht man am Beispiel Jugoslawien.
Europa,  February 5, 2016 - 3:24 am 
English women beautiful? They are vain, sarcastic and programmed to sleep with non-whites. There
is an explosion of mixed race children in Britain.

France has the highest number of non-whites. Many have citizenships like the UK.

Calling Europeans “cowards” is very childish. The Right has made impressive gains while you can 
only talk of Trump who is not even a real nationalist.

When Le Pen in France did so well and was in the second round there was panic in Washington. Just 
look at the Jewish-inspired war on Putin and Russia (sanctions and a proxy war in Ukraine) just 
because Putin is a Russian patriot and has refused to be a puppet like Merkel and Cameron. We have
tried under very difficult conditions.

Besides we under occupation and have very little leg room. Our rulers are servants of higher powers
and use the many “hate” laws passed after 1945 that are anti-white.



All this is leading a Balkan like scenario that saw the collapse of the multicultural Yugoslavia. The 
Europeans abandoning London or parts of Paris or Stockholm are being very. Once things 
deteriorate, such places will be death traps for White persons.
Multikulti führt über kurz oder lang zu einer Trennung, sei es daß eine Gruppe ausgerottet wird, sei 
es, daß eine Gruppe vertrieben wird, sei es, daß eine Gruppe zahlenmäßig überflutet wird, dann 
tritt später ebenso der Fall eins oder zwei ein.  Der Zerfall Jugoslawiens zeigt das sehr deutlich.

10.  Erst muß Multikulti kommen, damit es sich anschließend sich durch seine Widernatürlichkeit 
selbst zerstört.
Sgt. Pepper,   February 5, 2016 - 3:17 am 
Let the insanity continue: the best thing for Europe would be for it to plunge into chaos and civil 
war. The only way to truly break free of multi-culturalism is for multi-culturalism to self-destruct.
The insanity must continue up to the point, that a sufficient number of Europeans says: "Stop and 
from now on the reverse way! "

11. Eine Übersicht über viele Blogs und deren neueste Leserbriefe.
Lawrence1978,  February 4, 2016 - 3:46 pm 
Off topic: I’ve just set up this blog that aggregates alt right blogs and sites: 
http://theshitlordhub.blogspot.co.uk/
 The idea is to use it as a go-to source where you can constantly check on the updates of alt right 
publications in a convenient, time-saving way, avoiding the task of browsing through a plethora of 
sites and blogs just to see if they have been updated or not. This blog was conceived as a tool along 
the lines of the blog “Mapping the Dark Enlightenment”(
http://neoreactionarymap.blogspot.com/
), but by aggregating feeds to the latest 5 articles of each of the sites and blogs aggregated (some 90 
so far and counting), plus links to big mainstream news sites and news aggregators, plus links to 
other red-pill sites and online WN resources, I think it is a bit more comprehensive and user-
friendly as far as finding current news on a regular basis is concerned. “The Occidental Observer” by
the way is also there in the feed roll section. Give it a look and, if you find it useful, feel free to spread
the word. Thank you for your attention!
http://theshitlordhub.blogspot.co.uk/

A helpful website in order to have an overview on a number of blogs and their newest postings.

12.  Ein Spiel mit Fragen nach den Ursachen.
Dex,  February 4, 2016 - 12:59 pm 
Who is responsible?
Answer: European Christian.
Why?
Answer: Who allowed a certain tribe to come into Europe and buy even European Monarchs with 
their money? European Christians of course. You have your answer. It’s that simple. Too simple to 
accept.

To this day Germans are under ‘American’ NeoCon occupation.
Have the Germans ever protested this? Where is Arminius when we need him? Germans have been 
brainwashed to hate themselves. So, they do not replicate themselves. Then non-Europeans come in 
to fill the gap.
As for the USA, we must ask ourselves who bought the slaves from the tribe?
There is s certain amount of self evaluation that is necessary.
After the Romans conquered everyone, then all the ‘everyones’ wanted to come to Rome. Then, 
Rome fell.
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T. J.
February 5, 2016 - 1:26 pm | Permalink
European Christians of course.

Logic poor enough to embarrass the likes of Alfred E. Neuman or Mortimer Snerd.

Suppose 1-2% of European Whites are hard core psychopaths- who sell out to the jews. The 
headlines scream “European Whites sold out to the jewish enemy! The current situation is the fault 
of European Whites!”

The fraction of Whites selling out is one statistic. (A) The fraction of those actually selling who 
happen to be White (B) is an entirely different statistic!

(A) is 1-2 percent- (B) may be 100 percent. (A) is what we should be looking at. 98-99 percent DID 
NOT sell out!
The sell-outs are not representative of the whole White population.

13.   Die Deutschen vertrauen ihrer Regierung und das ist manchmal ein Fehler.
Veritas,  February 6, 2016 - 1:02 pm 
AnotherAmalekite: I live in Germany. Your assumption of Germans being authoritarian is 100% false: 
Germans are the most tolerant and polite people on earth. If you want to see the opposite of Germans 
go to despotic Russia.
Merkel is not a Jewess! Up to 98-99 % of German politicians and elites are not Jews, they are just 
traitors. People who accuse anyone they don’t like of being a Jew can’t be taken seriously. @Jeff
===
It’s really a seeming paradox, in that Jeff and AA are both right – in so far as the Germans are both 
authoritarian (at least historically) – and some of the kindest, most tolerant and polite people on 
earth.

These qualities need not contradict themselves, or be mutually exclusive, and both are the source of 
their strength – and when used/redirected in an unhealthy, maladaptive fashion, the ultimate 
source of their weakness.

For example, Germans, like other northwestern Europeans, for quite a long time now, have 
worshiped the State – whether that particular State was left-wing or right wing doesn’t really 
matter – it was/is worshiped nonetheless.

Northwest Europeans, both in Europe and America, are the quintessential “law-and-order” types – 
who unfortunately often take it to geekish extremes – and rationalize anything and everything, 
whether good or bad, as the “government’s job to handle” – and of course the “government” having 
the “best interests” for all involved at heart (yeah right). This is fundamentally the source and secret
of their authoritarianism.

William Pierce made a lot of great points on this pathology:
“The Law of the Land” | Renegade Tribune
http://renegadetribune.com/the-law-of-the-land/

Where the ‘kind, tolerant, and polite’ part of the Germanic equation factors in is because most of the
people assume no ill-motives, or malicious intentions, on the part of the State, or whatever other 
forces are at play in the broader social context operating at any given time – such as we see now 
with the Judeo-sponsered Islamic invasion of Europa, euphemistically dubbed a “migrant’ ‘crisis” – 
where the average German/Germanic/ NW European does have compassion for what they 
(incorrectly) perceive as the Plight of the Other. (No other race but the Aryan has this ability to see 

http://renegadetribune.com/the-law-of-the-land/


and appreciate this – the regard and respect for the broad totality of ‘humanity’.)

Essentially, the Germans are big believers in ‘authoritarian compassion’ – advocates of using the 
power of the State to protect and defend the ‘rights’ and ‘dignity’ of all – especially das andere (The 
Other), because of their fundamental Aryan kindness and generosity. (This attitude *does not 
apply* to left-wingers, who really are status-whoring selfish narcissists – you know, the type who 
‘”love ‘humanity’, but hate actual human beings” .. or at least look on with contempt those who are 
of no use to their personal narcissistic ambitions.)

What must fundamentally change is for the Germans to stop being so trusting, and realize that 
“their” government is an occupation regime which hates them and wishes to facilitate – not protect 
them from – their genetischen und kulturellen zerstörung (genetic and cultural destruction – the 
exact opposite of the *role and duty* of a State TO PROTECT in the first place).

*I hope this explains the German – and Aryan – paradox.

14.  Die "Standard Pool Party"
Ezra Pound's Ghost,   February 5, 2016 - 5:24 am 
The time to organize is now. I would encourage all readers of TOO who are able to head over to the 
TRS forums, create an account and go to the “standard pool party” section. This is where we 
organize meet-ups. They have been wildly successful. You will need to build your reputation on the 
forum with a few posts before actually attending any meetings, but this is very easy for those who 
are serious. The more of the meetings that take place, the more likely that solid networks can be 
formed for further organizing. Conferences are great but these local meetings have a potential to be 
something much more. The time for sitting at our computers shaking our heads has long passed. It 
is time to start organizing, strategizing and planning on how we are going to spread this movement 
from the web to the street.

15. Unterschiede zwischen den europäischen Völkern.
Europa,  February 5, 2016 - 12:35 am 
Veritas.
Most Nordics and Dutch have an inferiority complex and worship all things American.
Remember the people are the most Anglicised Europeans (non-native English speakers) after the 
Irish, Scots and Welsh. Anything American goes to them.

Remember also in Norway there is anti-German and pro-American sentiment due to WWI. Norway 
was used by American against Russia during the Cold War through NATO. I believe there is a 
military base just like there was or is in Iceland.

Sweden has not fought a war for centuries and don’t know what threat muslims pose like Austrians.
Also these are less religious countries unlike Poland or Austria so less resistant to subversion.

Even Denmark is in the news but they can only go as far as being anti-muslim not the Jewish 
Question. Danes are under the indirect supervision of American Neocons and Jews like Daniel Pipes 
for obvious reasons – tool in the anti-muslim agenda.

16.  Die Kurzgeschichte Deutschlands von 1949 bis 2016.
ulla, February 4, 2016 - 6:02 pm 
The Federal Republic of Germany is a Jewish-puppet quasi-state company with limited liability in 
Germany created in 1949 to prevent the German people from attaining freedom. This state denies 
freedom of speech and imprisons anyone who questions official jewish dogma. The government 
itself is a financial agency, a branch of the global Jewish financial conglomerate Rothschild-
Goldman-Sachs-American Federal Reserve Bank.



The puppet government yearly taxes billions of euros from its citizens to give to Israel as 
punishment for once trying to free themselves from Jewish control. Merkel is an USrael puppet (as 
all the previous “chancellors” were since 1949) and what is left of Germany today is an american 
vassal state. It is americans who have imported their degenerated “culture” and their sick “Melting 
Pot” way of life, in order to implement their NWO, after relentlessly “de-nazifying” Germans. The 
real culprit (and enemy) of Europe situation today is the deranged “liberal” judeo/american mind. 
In the name of democracy, press rights and free speech were henceforth abrogated; political parties 
were required to obtain jew-compatible licenses; any expression of nationalism was criminalized, 
just as all anti-liberal formations critical of the occupiers’ regime were driven to the political fringe.

America-Jewry in this way sought to sever Europe’s roots, suppress her will to power, and deprive 
her of a sense of destiny.

In no meaningful political sense did Europe, in fact, continue to exist after 1945, thanks almost 
entirely to this monstrous entity with the Jewish head and the American body.

17.   Eine Anmerkung zu deutschen Politikern.
Jeff,  February 4, 2016 - 2:16 pm 
AnotherAmalekite: I live in Germany. Your assumption of Germans being authoritarian is 100% 
false: Germans are the most tolerant and polite people on earth. If you want to see the opposite of 
Germans go to despotic Russia.
Merkel is not a Jewess! Up to 98-99 % of German politicians and elites are not Jews, they are just 
traitors. People who accuse anyone they don’t like of being a Jew can’t be taken seriously.

18.  Europa  und Amerika müssen sich zeitgleich befreien oder die USA zuerst, Europa allein kann es
nicht. Wir können nur helfend eingreifen.
Europa,  February 4, 2016 - 9:18 am 
The destruction or breakup of Jewish-controlled America is the only hope for Europeans.
We cannot rebel or else they will send Apache helicopters, B-2 and B-52 bombers.
You cannot blame the German people whose country is a military and economic colony of the 
American Empire.
As usual this article is focused on symptoms not the problem.
Veritas
February 4, 2016 - 11:40 am | Permalink
We cannot rebel or else they will send Apache helicopters, B-2 and B-52 bombers.
You cannot blame the German people whose country is a military and economic colony of the 
American Empire.
===
True, and very good point Europa, but how to explain the behavior then of other Germanic 
countries, such as in Holland and Scandinavia, where there is no American military presence 
(putatively) forcing them to be subservient supplicants..??

19.  Das Buch von Jürgen Graf: Der geplante Volkstod.

Fredrick Töben
February 4, 2016 - 4:00 am | Permalink
The aim in the battle for Europe is to realize the European Union plan by enacting the Coudenhove-
Kalergi Plan – the browning of Europe – thereby creating a Eurasian landmass, which in effect will 
genocide the Europeans as an ethnic entity.
Juergen Graf has written a book about it: Der Geplante Volkstod, which will soon appear in English.
http://www.amazon.de/Der-geplante-Volkstod-J%C3%BCrgen-Graf/dp/3981752163

The unproductive Anglo-American financial imperium, which relies on speculation in order to 
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survive, has lined up with Islamic Wahabism-Judaism in order to defeat the productive Germans 
and its linked allies that also are still producing goods such as Russia, China and Iran.
We live in interesting times –

20.  Die Weltpolitik gewisser Kreise verfolgt mehrere Ziele zur selben Zeit. Es ist auch eine 
Anmerkung über Nietzsche dabei.
Cathy, February 3, 2016 - 7:01 pm 
I think there is more than one goal for their agenda in opening the doors to the very people the 
West has been bombing for 15 years.
For one thing, Europeans have grown more and more partial to Palestinians. This has enraged 
people like Netanyahu. The flooding of Europe of Males of military age, who are LIKELY paid to 
assault the natives, serves to anger and turn Europeans towards the Israeli sympathy.

Second, it is like a huge revenge, that Jews never seem to be able to extinguish in themselves.
Third, while the wars and invasions of the Middle East, that were largely orchestrated by many Dual
citizens of Israel, have started the clearing out of the “greater Israel” areas (the Zionist ideologists 
have been writing about for decades), there are still too many displaced people who need to be 
cleared out, so they open the doors to Europe and other Western/White nations.

I have to hand it to the Jews, they are simply brilliant for how they have done this with such a small 
population of people…..and then it is only a percentage of their small population that has done 
this…..very amazing.

Sorry to give them a compliment but I do think it will back fire on them someday though. By 
destroying the West they are actually destroying themselves.
Sgt. Pepper
February 3, 2016 - 11:31 pm | Permalink
I think there is more than one goal for their agenda in opening the doors to the very people the 
West has been bombing for 15 years.

It does seem that way.

The Jewish strategy seems to be to set groups against one another. The Jews do this both
within nations (by promoting ethnic conflict, class conflict, sexual conflict, etc.) 
and 
between nations (by promoting war).

There is a genetic basis for Jewish behavior; it is hard-wired and thus inflexible. This is why the 
Jews always go too far; this is why the Jews cannot seem to learn from experience.

--------------

JM
February 4, 2016 - 4:21 am | Permalink
@Cathy
I agree with you and have made the same points in blogs many times.
But I see the Jews as a kept people. It is platitudinous to say that most Jews aren’t in on – aware of – 
the core issues. I think they are what we might call “social padding” – making up the numbers, able 
to be turned on and off by the central Zionist actors. I am of the view that they are a “Kept Elite” 
(NOT victims, nor fully autonomous), but maintained as propagators of the “Extreme Wish” of the 
broad global-capitalist elite as kinds of “protected pioneers” of the current, next, outrage against the
status quo.
In this context, the unchallenged Holocaust wasn’t just a product of the “Jewish Mind’, but part of 
the protection by their new benefactors.



The (“once”) parasite had achieved their ambition of being sought after, an essential component of 
their host.* This is at the very root of the apparent Jewish control over the European politicians 
(like Merkel in the current outrage, NOT a “Gun at her head”). And this is the source of the 
unspeakable “arrogance” expressed in the public utterances of Mmes
e.g. Horrible Jewish woman moves to Europe to destroy western culture
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tFsgo7S8n4

German Jew Anetta Kahane Calls For White Genocide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QpQgJBmgymM

and German politician Gregor Gysi calls native Germans “Nazis” and their extinction “fortunate”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riQh4Qpvxm4

*this was the state which existed with the cash starved regional nobility prior to the establishment 
of the nations states…though their power existed after this too**…then it faced the possibility – for a
historical period of being corrected at the level of the then non-globalised capitalist state power 
with mass support.

**Evidence for power in this state:
(after recent article by Andrew Joyce)
“Was Nietzsche bold or stupid? As stated above, I don’t think he quite fully grasped the scale of the 
ethnic conflict subtly playing out in Germany at that time, or the sheer power already enjoyed by 
Jews. For someone of his (then lowly) position, his 1872 lecture appears to me as a step too soon. 
Wagner had of course taken even further steps against Jewish influence — but the older man 
possessed significantly more stature and legitimacy. Nietzsche sent his lecture notes to Wagner on 
February 4, and the composer replied cautiously. Wagner, who was fully aware of the damage that 
could be wrought by Jews on lone targets like himself, responded: “I say to you: that’s the way it is. 
… But I am concerned about you, and wish with my entire heart that you don’t ruin yourself.” 
Cosima, Wagner’s wife, also wrote to Nietzsche expressing concern. Starting by citing Goethe 
(‘Everything significant is uncomfortable’), she said that his ‘boldness’ and ‘bluntness’ surprised her.
In a later letter she makes her concerns more explicit, stating that she wanted him to take some 
“maternal” advice so that he should “avoid stirring up a hornet’s nest” :
‘Do you really understand me? Don’t mention the Jews, and especially not en passant; later, when 
you want to take up this gruesome fight, in the name of God, but not at the very outset, so that on 
your path you won’t have all this confusion and upheaval. I hope you don’t misunderstand me: you 
know that in the depths of my soul I agree with your utterance. But not now and not in this way.’ “

21.   Eine Anmerkung über die vorgeblichen Gründe des Handelns der deutschen Politik.
AnotherAmalekite    February 4, 2016 - 1:27 am 
... but the notion that Germans, including their politicians, are doing these things out of guilt or 
altruism is simplistic and absurd on the face of it.
I agree with you.

22. Ein Anwalt plaudert aus dem Nähkästchen; das ist sehr aufschlußreich.

anonymous   February 3, 2016 - 9:10 am 
... 

I am a goy lawyer and have been for nearly 20 years now, practicing litigation every day. (If I could 
go back in time, I would not have become a lawyer, but we all make decisions when we are 19 and 
not fully informed.) I have linked to your blog many times on other “alt right” blogs, with the 
comment that every white lawyer who has practiced law in any city for any length of time gets it. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riQh4Qpvxm4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QpQgJBmgymM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tFsgo7S8n4


Your descriptions of the verbosity and talking just to hear their own voice combined with 
willingness to have no moral compass and simply misrepresent facts and law, is on point. The Jews 
completely dominate the legal profession, not just the US Supreme Court that gave us Obergefell, 
but also all of the state courts, and all of the law firms. They create all of the litigation. To them, it is 
a game. May the trickiest, most aggressive snake win. They create bullshit arguments that do not 
pass the laugh test, and circular reason and circular reason until they eventually end up believing 
their own lies. They try to confuse the judge and opposing counsel until up is down and down is up.

I could go on. I used to have a blog and I wrote a long essay on this topic. Every goy lawyer who gets 
it (a real conservative) knows what I am talking about.

And you have written other similar articles, about Jewish over-representation in academia, etc (one 
article about the corporate deal lawyer) — it’s all about connections, aggressiveness, and tribal 
loyalty, not actual merit. They are not nearly as smart as they think they are.

For them the only question is “what is good for the Jew?” and win or lose — no “right” or “wrong” or
what is good for the majority of the host nation or the status of the law.

Even in the adversarial system we have in the US, a lawyer has a duty to not flatly misrepresent facts
or the existing state of the law. But the Jew has completely ruined our common law, in all areas, big 
and small. From bullshit slip and fall cases to mis-use of “civil” RICO (was actually intended, of 
course, to literally take down the mafia — now under Jewish control of our legal system every 
simple breach of contract is turned into a civil RICO case, and the judges do not dismiss), to the fact 
that indeed “contract has drowned in a sea of tort,” our legal system is a mess. Oh, then there is no-
fault divorce and the “family” court. Not just the big picture things like abortion and gay marriage.

Every white man who is a practicing lawyer who gets it (and there are still thousands of us) 
understands what I am talking about.

These snakes control the permanent shadow government, the printing of money, the Fed, all big 
business and advertising, the media, Hollywood, and of course the legal system. They CREATE 90% 
of the litigation that happens, literally! Yeah, they sue each other too. They are everywhere, in every 
single lawsuit big and small, in state and federal court — lawyers and litigants on both sides, and 
the judge.

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2015/11/simon-schama-a-case-study-in-jewish-verbosity-
and-ethnic-activism/

In short, you have readers who get it and we thank you for this blog.

23.   Die deutschen jungen Männer 1940 und 2016, ein Vergleich.

Bobby, February 3, 2016 - 8:19 pm
Here is a thought that boggles the mind. Many of the metropolitan make-up wearing German males, 
who are so impotent against the Muslims or any other people trying to scr-w with them in their 
own country, are the descendants of men who essentially took on the whole world during WW II !!
I answer this way: You compare that part of the German youth, that is portrayed in television or that
easily falls into the eyes when you go through a town, with our soldiers 75 years ago.  Than you get 
a bad impression from the German youth. --- But the normal (often rural) German youth is normal, 
even strong. And they resemble their grandfathers very much. We Germans have not changed very 
much from the time of Arminius up to today. 


